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Introductions

● José Antonio Zayas Cabán, Executive Director, Our Streets Minneapolis

● Lucy Gibson PE, Principal Engineer, Toole Design

● Jon Commers, Managing Principal, Visible City



Historic Harms of 
Urban Highways



Racial Covenants



An ecological and statistical study 
of social trends in Minneapolis and 
Saint Paul by Calvin Schmid, 1937

Social Saga of Two Cities



Until the 1960s, Minneapolis used racially 
restrictive deeds, or covenants, which 
prevented the sale of housing to 
non-white people, concentrating 
minorities in specific neighborhoods.

In 1933, the federal Home Owners Loan 
Corporation (HOLC) identified 
neighborhoods in U.S. cities that were 
risky for investment. If you lived in a 
“redlined” neighborhood, getting a home 
or business loan was nearly impossible. “For the past 20 years, there has been no new development… 

many Jews and Scandinavians and Negroes reside in the easterly 
half of this area. The westerly half has many of the shifting 
populations occupying the cheap apartments and rows… in the 
southeast corner of the area there is a considerably large Negro 
settlement.” - Excerpt from HOLC, 1936

The Logic of Dispossession



HOLC “Redlining” Maps of the Twin Cities, Circa 1937 

Redlining

Source: Minneapolis Redlining Map (HOLC) 1935, D3 Area Description. 
Accessed March 28, 2023

“Most of the population 
today is of the poorer 

class of Jew and colored 
people… it is a most 

undesirable location for 
residential purposes.”



“The freeway… will present Augsburg with a new panoramic campus view and provide 
exceptional identity to Augsburg’s location…” - Augsburg Contact, 1962

The Washington bridge built to connect East and West Bank 
also demolished several blocks to connect the campus to 
I-35W. (1966) University of Minnesota Archives

Urban highways promised 
renewal and access

Minneapolis City Archives, 1960



Promises:

Increased property values

Increased investment

Reduced neighborhood traffic

Reduced air pollution

Reduced traffic deaths

Reduced congestion

Reality:

• Disinvestment and lowered property 
values

• Air and noise pollution

• Health disparities
✔ Asthma

✔ Dementia

✔ Lower life expectancy

• Divided communities

• Limited mobility for transit-dependent 
households

• Climate change & extreme heat

• Traffic deaths & injuries

Highways Continue to Harm



Black Neighborhoods & Freeways in the Twin Cities, 1940



https://docs.google.com/file/d/176HK0wM_Bz1uTevK_P4SIcYyuquhp13N/preview


I-94 continues to harm Minneapolis
and Saint Paul neighborhoods



Residents identifying as a person of color 2020



MN Pollution Control Agency Air Quality Scores 2015



Asthma Hospitalization Rate by Zip Code 2015-2019 



Life Expectancy at Birth by Census Tract 2010-2015   



Households in Poverty by Census Tracts 2019



Among largest gaps in the nation:

White Families 76%

Black Families 28%
76%

28%

Twin Cities Metro Home Ownership





● The Rethinking I-94 project is a 
generational opportunity

● We are organizing to:
○ Restore the I-94 trench to a 

multimodal street, reconnecting 
all neighborhoods

○ Use reclaimed highway land for 
new housing, businesses and 
parks via a community land trust

○ Implement policies to prioritize 
those who have been most 
impacted, ensure affordability, and 
prevent displacement

The Twin Cities Boulevard Movement



Direct Economic Impact 
on the Community

Repairing
Historic Harm

Changing the Advocacy 
Landscape

Momentum & 
Sustainability through 

Community Engagement

Density & Multimodal 
Transportation Options

Community-Led Events
& Campaigns

Racial Equity & Cultural
Competence

Accessibility & Equity for 
People with Disabilities

Intersectional
Community
Investment



*Note: mapped 
supporters are from 
October 2023 - February 
2024 



● Going door-to-door along the project corridor to raise awareness and collect community ideas
○ Over 30,000 doors to date
○ Significant support for the Twin Cities Boulevard vision can be found in every neighborhood along the corridor 
○ Support for a completely new vision for I-94 grows stronger the closer you are to the highway

● We commissioned this study to ensure that community members can legitimately consider highway conversion options 
and the potential benefits to their lives

Building a Community Vision



● Lack of transparency 
○ Modeling assumptions
○ Project schedule

● Traffic modeling does not reflect best practices
○ Uses static versus dynamic approach 
○ The results are not meaningful, especially for congestion and delay

● Evaluation process does not reflect the wide-reaching impacts of this project
○ Focus on vehicle delay rather than accessibility and community impacts
○ Does not consider the enormous benefits of highway removal

Identified Gaps in the Rethinking I-94 Process



The original concept of the US highway 
system was to bring people to the edge of 
the city.

At that point a network of streets and 
boulevards would carry people into and 
through the city.

Plans changed and freeways like I-94 were 
built through urban neighborhoods.

Interstate Highways in
American Cities



Average length of 
trip on I-94 for 

eastbound 
entering trips is 

4.7 miles

Average length of 
trip on I-94 for 

westbound 
entering trips is 

4.8 miles

Average length of 
trip on I-94 for 

trips entering I-94 
within the study 
area is 3 miles

These trips can be made on a boulevard, 
restored street network or with other 
modes.

Most trips on I-94 are 
relatively short.

25% of trips on I-94 are 
less than 2 miles



120,000 people travel across I-94 on a typical day by a variety of modes.

Vehicular traffic is concentrated on select streets, exposing people walking or 
biking to aggressive freeway-bound traffic, noise and pollution.

I-94 is a mental and physical barrier.



Trips do not begin 
or end on I-94. 

Many people go 
out of their way to 
use I-94 for a 
short portion of 
their trip.

Thinking Beyond the Fence



Traffic projections for a boulevard conversion must 
consider how people will adapt to a changed network.



● I-81 will be removed through downtown
● I-481, which runs outside of the city, will 

be redesignated as I-81
● Project is approved and funded, and will 

begin construction this year

I-81 Syracuse, NY



● Replaced the collapsed Central Freeway with 
a boulevard with side access lanes for 
parking, slow vehicles and active travel

● Caltrans predicted a commute times would 
increase by 2 hours, but congestion ended 
up improving

● Central lanes carry 900 vehicles per hour 
per lane

Octavia Boulevard
San Francisco, CA








